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ĐỀ THI MẪU 

 

Họ và tên thí sinh: ……………………………                       Mã đề thi: 101 

Số báo danh: …………………………………. 
  

Thí sinh không được sử dụng tài liệu. Cán bộ coi thi không giải thích gì thêm. 

 

Question 1: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose 

underlined part differs from the other three in pronunciation in the following question. 

a. played   b. pushed   c. robbed   d. raised 

 

Question 2: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs 

from the other three in the position of primary stress in each following question.  
a. finish   b. devote   c. argue   d. struggle 

 

Question3: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that 

needs correction in the following question. 

The early we leave, the sooner we will arrive. 

          a              b       c                             d 

Question 4: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that 

needs correction in the following question. 

The education children receive during their primary years is crucial for both their personal  

 a   b          c 

development or their country as a whole. 

   d 

Question 5:  Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable 

response to complete the following exchange. 

- Tim: “Let’s go swimming this weekend!”    -  Tom: “_______”. 

a.  How about you?         b.  What’s the matter?         

c.  Not at all                          d. OK. It sounds good 

 

Question 6:  Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the most suitable 

response to complete the following exchange. 

-Mr. Ba: “In my opinion, Anh Vien is the best athlete in Vietnam now.”  - Mr. Bay: 

“__________.” 

a. You don’t need to say so     b. I quite agree with you 

c. Never mind      d. It’s OK 

 

Question 7:  Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST 

in meaning to the underlined word(s) in the following question. 
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The Red Cross gives medical aid and other help to victims of major disasters such as floods, 

earthquakes, epidemics, and famines. 

a. shortages of water      b. serious droughts 

c. serious shortages of food     d. poverty 

Question 8: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST 

in meaning to the underlined word(s) in the following question. 

School uniform is compulsory in most Vietnamese schools. 

a. optional    b. required    c. advisory    d. permanent 

 

Question 9: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE 

in meaning to the underlined word(s) in the following question. 

Since its rejoining in the Southeast Asian arena in 1989, Vietnam's sports have made great success, 

particularly in recent SEA Games. 

a. progress    b. advance    c. failure    d. improvement 

 

Question 10: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) 

OPPOSITE in meaning to the underlined word(s) in the following question. 

Casual clothes are inappropriate for a job interview. 

a. comfortable  b. suitable   c. acceptable   d. adaptable 

 

Question 11: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

the following question. 

They _______ for 3 hours when the storm suddenly broke. 

a. had been running   b. have been running  c. are running  d. will be running 

 

Question 12: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

the following question. 

Laura said she had worked on the assignment since _______. 

a. yesterday    b. two days ago   c. the day before    d. the next day 

 

Question 13: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

the following question. 

It _______ that learning a foreign language _______ a lot of time. 

a. says / is taken  b. is saying / has been taken c. is said / takes  d. was said / was taken 

 

Question 14: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

the following question. 

I would send her a fax if I _______ her number. 

a. know    b. knew    c. had known   d. could know 

 

Question 15: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

the following question. 

He is the man _______ car was stolen last week. 

a. whom    b. that     c. which     d. whose 
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Question 16: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

the following question. 

Within _______ few years, _______ private space travel has gone from concept to reality. 

a. Ø / an    b. the / the    c. the / a    d. a / Ø 

 

Question 17: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

the following question. 

She intended to quit her job to stay _______ home and look _______ her sick mother. 

a. in / at    b. at / after    c. for / over    d. up / on 

 

Question 18: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

the following question. 

I am not deaf. You _______ shout. 

a. must    b. mustn't    c. need    d. needn’t 

 

Question 19: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

the following question. 

_______ you study for these exams, _______ you will do. 

a. The harder / the better      b. The more / the much 

c. The hardest / the best      d. The more hard / the more good 

 

Question 20: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

the following question. 

When you finish writing, you should                your composition. 

a.  keep  up                b.  look  on                 c.  pass  away                      d.  go  over 

 

Question 21: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

the following question. 

The passengers had to wait because the plane ______ off one hour late. 

a. took    b. turned    c. cut     d. get 

 

Question 22: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

the following question. 

I have earned my own living _______ I was seventeen. 

a. since    b. when    c. while    d. as soon as 

 

Question 23: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

the following question. 

WHO stands for ___________. 

a. World Heritage Organization    b. World Health Organization 

c. World Healthy Organization    d. World’s Health Organization 

 

Question 24: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

the following question. 

ASEAN works for the _______ of peace and stability in the region. 

a. promote    b. promotion    c. promotional   d. promoter 
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Question 25: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

the following question. 

In some communities a husband's ________ over his wife is absolute. 

a. power    b. powerful    c. powerfully   d. powered 

 

Question 26: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

the following question. 

_______ is the activity of swimming underwater using special breathing equipment. 

a. Synchronized swimming     b. Rowing 

c. Water polo       d. Scuba-diving 

 

Question 27: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

the following question. 

Entry to university is competitive so some _______ with the minimum entrance qualifications will 

find themselves without a place. 

a. tutors   b. professors   c. teachers   d. applicants 

 

Question 28: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

the following question. 

____ books are ones in which the story is told or illustrated with pictures. 

a. Comic    b. Thriller    c. Romantic    d. Science 

 

Question 29: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

the following question. 

In water polo, a shot is successful if the ball completely passes between the goal posts and 

underneath the _______. 

a. net     b. crossbar    c. ball     d. goalie 

 

Question 30: Mark the letter a, b, c, or d on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to 

the following question. 

___________ she can buy everything she likes. 

a. So rich is she that       b. So rich she is that      

c. Such rich is she that     d. All are correct         
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